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Mexico Energy Intelligence®
Subscription services and rate plans

UR REPORTING AND DOCUMENTATION SERVICE helps
subscribers anticipate the outcomes of evolving legal, policy,
institutional and commercial conditions in Mexico’s energy
sector. We accomplish this goal by staying at the interface between
commerce, institutions and public oversight (Fig. 1).

Subscribers are IOCs, NOCs, pipeline companies, regulators, law firms
and university libraries and research programs.
We help subscribers guard against making errors in their planning for
policy and business development (Fig. 2).
We also help subscribers dig into
official documentation by
providing reformatted documents
with bookmarks in English and
indices of key words, laws and
institutions.
We offer subscribers several ways
to project their values and
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presence in policy circles and the
marketplace, as by interviews
posted on our website, http://www.energia.com.
Subscribers, in turn, support us, financially and intellectually, in our work to project a vision of an energy
regime in Mexico that is globally connected–which, at present, it isn’t—and with strong public oversight
and an NOC that can operate outside of Mexico in equity partnerships. We project this vision in our
subscriber reports, public-interest papers on our website, social media, press interviews and conferences.
Finally, we offer subscriber organizations an introductory workshop for energy professionals on the fine
points of English and Spanish phonology. In 2013, the English workshop was held in Mexico City,
Villahermosa and Poza Rica.
Normally, reports and documentation are
sent to individual users on a subscriber’s
distribution list; alternatively, a subscriber
may request that communications be
channeled through just one person.
Previously published reports are available at
a discount to subscribers, either as an
individual purchase or in blocks.
We offer rate plans for several classes of
subscribers (see table).
For a sample report, or to discuss the services, contact: George Baker.
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